PERSONAL COMMITMENT

I, undersigned M.............................................................................., born in......................................................................
(...................), on ....................................................... living at ………………………………………………………………………………
taking part of the day(s) organized by……………………………………………………………..on………………the………….of…………………2010,
agree to strictly follow the appended rules and regulations which I have previously been acquainted with, and disengage the
SAEMS of the NEVERS MAGNY COURS CIRCUIT of any responsibility in the case I deliberately cause any kind of damage directly
or indirectly to a third party, user, Circuit employee or to myself during my presence within the Circuit, comprising the two
tracks :
-

« Grand Prix » track
« Club » track

I also declare:
-

being in good health
being free from any medical treatment liable to alter my capabilities during my presence within the Circuit
being physically and mentally sound
more generally, not being subject to any permanent or temporary inability conflicting with driving within the Circuit
being entirely aware of all the risks related to driving on such a Circuit
being the holder of a liability insurance (up to date in terms of payment).

As from now on, I resign all legal actions towards the SAEMS of the NEVERS MAGNY-COURS CIRCUIT should:
-

I be victim of an accident within the circuit
My responsibility be engaged by a moral or physical person following any damage caused by myself during my
presence within the Circuit.

I agree to settle any bill to the SAEMS of the NEVERS MAGNY-COURS CIRCUIT related to damages caused by myself to the
infrastructures and personal estate used by the SAEMS of the NEVERS MAGNY-COURS CIRCUIT.
Cost of damages on the Circuit equipment:
-

Stack of tires (post per pile):
Rubber cover (5 meters, 128 € VAT excluded / meter)
Safety rails (4 meters per unit):
Absorbers – 20 kgs bags (per bag):
Extinguisher (per unit):
Astroturf (per square meter):

160,00 €
640,00 €
150,00 €
150,00 €
120,00 €
200,00 €

(VAT
(VAT
(VAT
(VAT
(VAT
(VAT

excluded)
excluded)
excluded)
excluded)
excluded)
excluded)

VAT 19,6 %
Finally, I agree to leave at once the NEVERS MAGNY-COURS CIRCUIT and the two above-mentioned tracks should I fail to
respect the rules and regulations.

Magny-Cours, ………………………………………………………2010

Signature :

